Archives Principles Practices
archive principles and practice: an introduction to ... - archivists apply the 2 principles of ‘provenance’
and original order’ when managing their collections. these these principles should be the foundations for all
the activities you carry out on your archives. international council on archives committee on best ... - p.
1 international council on archives committee on best practices and standards working group on access
principles of access to archives adopted by the agm on august 24, 2012 what are archives? - facet
publishing - 4 archives: principles and practices information is knowledge that is communicated a portion of
that information may be documented: visually, aurally, digitally or textually the resulting records provide
evidence of and information about events, experiences, actions or ideas portions of those records may be
preserved because they have significant evidential or informational value those ... international council on
archives - university library - 1 international council on archives committee on best practices and standards
working group on access principles of access to archives draft 2011-05-26 best practice principles webarchivetionalarchives - the principles c best practice principles educational value and content activities
should be relevant and add educational value to teaching and learning. university archives’ collections
university archives ... - archives and records management is based upon the records series concept and two
primary principles, the "records life cycle" and "records appraisal." the basic unit used in all discussions of
records management and all records retention and disposi- tion schedules is the record series. a record series
is a group of records or documents which may be filed and maintained together as a unit ... session 7
arrangement and description of archives - •the two principles of archives administration are provenance
and original order. • archival materials are arranged in levels to help achieve physical and intellectual control
over the holdings of the archival institution. •the levels of archival arrangement include the institution, the
group, the subgroup, the series and the item. •description in archives administration refers to the ...
knowledge principles for government - the national archives - principles 6 and 7 build on the preceding
ones as the foundation for individual and organisational learning, exploiting knowledge at both the individual
and organisational level to become more effective and efficient, increase capability and achieve greater
impact. introduction to managing archives: a procedures manual - managing archives: a procedures
manual defines the procedures for managing records after they have been transferred from the records centre
to the archival institution for permanent preservation. the archives staff ensure records are received,
processed according to archival standards, physically housed and protected and made available for public use.
the archival institution is a public ...
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